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Introduction

Background
l Due to sparse, unordered, and semantically deficient of point cloud in autonomous driving,

processing raw data is cumbersome and costly.

Figure from WOD



Introduction

l Employing the PointNet++ framework, many single-stage point-based 3D detectors are
proposed to efficient process point cloud and extract informative point feature.

Existing methods

Ø propose feature similarity-based FPS to replace
Distance-based FPS for recalling more foreground
point features

Ø encoder-only architecture without needing the
feature propagation (FP) layers

3DSSD IA-SSD
Ø Predict classification score for each point feature,
and use top-k selection to carry out more efficient
FPS operation



Motivation, analysis, insight

l Existing methods focus on processing foreground point features (small proportion) more efficient.
l Can we filter out redundancy of background point features?
l Can we also further drop redundance model?

Our motivations

Analysis and insights

l The MLP network occupies over half latency of overall model
l Tremendous spatial redundancy exists in background point features that appear in each stage 

of the detector
l The size of each object is varying, making it unusable to align each receptive field of the 

conventional multi-scale grouping (MSG) and suffering from branch redundancy in MSG



Method

l Query Multiplexer uses a light MLP network to predict gating masks for each group (scale),
building on MLP network part [motivation 1]

l Each group can generate sparse activations to drop background point features [motivation 2]
l Gating masks with positive values enable corresponding point feature to through corresponding

groups. (3 cases: all activation, all blocking, or partial activation) [motivation 3]
l Finally, remapping activation point features to dense form (like unpooling), in which blocking

point feature fills zero

This work introduce Dynamic Ball Querying (DBQ) to replace the vanilla ball querying operation

Inference



Method

l Non-differentiable of sparse selection: Gumbel-Sigmoid technique
l The degree of sparse is data-driven
l Introduce a latency constraint as a training target (budget loss) to achieve a balance between

effectiveness and efficiency. We establish latency map for each group in each SA layer.

This work introduce Dynamic Ball Querying (DBQ) to replace the vanilla ball querying operation

Training

l Interesting, the latency budget is set to 0 for avoiding 
parameter adjustment, so we only need to scale λ (control
the trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency)



Experiment Results
Evaluation on KITTI datasets



Experiment Results
Evaluation on WOD, ONCE datasets



Experiment Results
Ablation study on KITTI datasets



Experiment Results
Visualization on KITTI datasets



Experiment Results
Visualization on WOD datasets



Thanks

https://github.com/yancie-yjr/DBQ-SSD


